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ARE we completely insane? Well, almost our entire political class and the
overwhelming majority of — self-believing — “clever people” seemingly
certainly are.
As I write this Wednesday evening, all those wonderful “clean” wind turbines
across Victoria and South Australia are pumping out all of 30MW of electricity.
HOW TO SAVE $560 ON YOUR POWER BILL WITH JUST ONE CALL
SURGING POWER COSTS ARE HURTING VICTORIAN MANUFACTURERS
They are supposed to have the capacity to produce more than 3400MW —
that’s 1 ½ Hazelwoods. They were operating at less than 1 per cent of capacity.
How many times do you have to say and write “when the wind don’t blow (and
the sun don’t shine) the power don’t flow” to break through the thick skulls of
“clever people” from PMs and premiers, through company chairman and CEOs
being paid salaries in the millions and all the way down to academics and
media idiots?
Oh wait, sorry; all those turbines across SA and Victoria have now kicked up to
producing 74MW. That’s a much more impressive 2 per cent of capacity.
Supply — more accurately, non supply — of electricity is one aspect of the
insanity. The other is price. The wholesale price in SA was running at over $130
a MW hour. Victorians were doing a little better at around $108 a MW hour. As
the wind picked up, the SA price plummeted to $126 a MWh and Victoria’s to
$106.
In the “bad old days” — all the way back to around 2000 — when we had
wicked old, coal-fired power stations chugging away reliably pumping out
electricity, irrespective of wind and sun, we paid $20-$30 a MWh, day in and
day out.
It was so terribly boring — there’s so much more excitement, indeed real
frisson, when prices can change by as much as that in a matter of minutes, as
the wind chooses to blow or not.

And of course back then Gaia was crying tears of blood.
Never mind, as the AFR’s renewables (and Tesla) fanboy Ben Potter
breathlessly informed us this week, a mammoth 9691 megawatts of new wind
and solar capacity would be added to the national energy market by the early
2020s.

Energy Minister Josh Frydenberg is mathematically challenged, writes Terry
McCrann.

One can assume that Potter is as mathematically challenged as energy minister
Josh Frydenberg; that like most of our 2018 “clever people” they’ve never had
explained to them that any number multiplying zero still gives you zero.
We now have 3400MW of installed — OK, I’ll go along with the joke and call it
— “capacity” — wind in Victoria and SA. As I wrote, that was producing all of
30MW, according to the market operator AEMO. You can add that mammoth
9691MW, but if the wind is blowing as the same gentle zephyr, you’ll kick the
relative output up to all of 115 MW.

Pity, that Victoria and SA alone need around 7500MW pretty much every hour,
all day. Although, true, presumably the two states will need less by the early
2020s as more and more factories are shuttered as a consequence of crippling
power prices.
To emphasise for Josh and Ben and all the others “clever people”/idiots: if
you’ve got 3400MW of wind “capacity” and the wind don’t blow you will get
zero or close to zero electricity. You can have 13,000 MW of wind “capacity”
and if the wind don’t blow you will still get zero or close to zero electricity.

Fairfax columnist Joe Aston behaves like a ‘sock puppet’, writes Terry
McCrann. Picture: Sam Mooy

SOCK PUPPET BETTER THAN A DOG
ONE of the best US presidents, Harry Truman, famously remarked if you
wanted a friend in Washington “get a dog”. Well, down under it’s even better
to have your own media sock puppet. No dog could possibly come close to
matching the slavish, slobbering loyalty Malcolm Turnbull’s sock puppet — the
AFR’s catty columnist, Joe Aston — displays on a regular basis.

Any time the dreaded AbbottAbbottAbbott, or anyone associated with him,
needs sliming on behalf of PM “about-to-be 31 negative Newspolls and
counting” — the line runs hot between one of the two harbourside mansions
or the Lodge and the Aston sockfone.
On Monday night, former Abbott chief of staff Peta Credlin had the temerity to
criticise energy minister Josh Frydenberg for slagging off at Abbott. She made
the observation that after speaking to Frydenberg, she didn’t think “you’ll see
that again”.
Immediately, in yesterday’s AFR, the sock puppet dutifully retailed in
retaliation what had been fed to it over the sockfone. It devoted many
hundreds of words to attacking Credlin, the AbbottAbbottAbbott, his proenergy rationality (my words not the puppet’s) Monash forum, SkyNews,
NewsCorp (publisher of this paper) and any and all other sundry perceived
threats to PM “about-to-be….”
It was in “good” (sarcasm alert) company as the mischaracterisation of what
Credlin said was also repeated by noted Abbott-hater Peter van Onselen in the
Australian (Niki Savva, where were you, to make it a threesome?), along with
all the many usual far-left media suspects.
Now I know sock puppets don’t have a brain of their own, but for the record if
not for Aston’s benefit, Credlin did NOT claim to have instructed Frydenberg
not to slag off at Abbott; far less claim to have him obey her.
Simply, that their conversation led her to conclude he wouldn’t be repeating it.
Again, a sock puppet would find this incomprehensible, but commentators are
“telling” ministers and many other people — oh, I don’t know, hundreds of
times a day, every day, 365 days a year? — what “they must do’’. It’s called
COMMENTARY.
Pity the poor sock puppet which can never get to try it. Just keep answering
the sockfone, Joe. It’ll keep your column filled. At least to the next election.
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